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George Washington

Thomas Jefferson

1835 check filled in and signed by Andrew Jackson.
Note his desire to receive the amount in gold coin.

John F. Kennedy

geAdece4 CfrIA

A 50c note signed by Brigham Young and Heber C.
Kimball

NEW•TORK, AlncuTJ, r5

THIS 	

1 s_

 that on pitying the aura of Fire Hundred Hallo,

c")!eyei	 or Sir assignee will he
entitled to one share in the 	 ,ft rEyk FITE,431.- p, DA J STor ,R.
As per articles of tisreeitoint with Hubert Fulton, beating dote the thirtictli dity

play, 1814, and &certain memorandum of agreement with him. hearing date the first day

of August, 1814, which stock is only toxiiiifernble on the books of sail company on

producing thin certificate.

RECEIVED of the above mentioned now Tiro Hundred Dollars.

:27,71.-^.....f •

Stock certificate signed by Robert Fulton

Numismatic- Syngraphic
Autographs

By PAUL K. CARR

Dear Daddy,

Please sign your John Hancock on
these 11 dollar bills for. . . .

from Harry S. Truman by Margaret Truman

HE SEPTEMBER 1974 issue of PAPER MONEY

carried an article by Larry Sanders entitled "Auto-
graphed Currency" which furnished invaluable

suggestions to collectors of such material.

Autograph collectors have long competed with numis-
matic collectors for banking and related paper items
signed by prominent people. We have all read about
auctions offering checks of such famous people as George
Washington, Abraham Lincoln and the like for prices
beyond the reach of most serious collectors. But, un-
known to many people, items of almost equal interest
are sold for far lower prices and mostly within the
scope of the average person's resources. Checks signed
by Theodore Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Albert Einstein.
Babe Ruth and other such notables are available at
reasonable prices.

Second World War "short snorters" signed by illu-
strious people of that era are avidly bought and sold.
Currency signed by Douglas MacArthur, Dwight Eisen-
hower, in fact, almost an endless procession of names—
are available and at equally modest costs.

Taking these examples from the past, collectors can
form a potentially valuable and historic collection by
acquiring autographs. The forming of such a collection
is limited only by the imagination of the collector. As
an example, the Joseph W. Barr series of Federal Reserve
Notes, obviously not a rare issue, could be made into
a collector's item by having such notes signed by Mr.
Barr. 1 might add I have never known him to refuse
a request.
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James L. Garfield on Riggs & Co. check, 1879
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Autographs on Checks:

A check filled out and signed by R. E. Lee

Abraham Lincoln on Riggs & Co. check, 1862

Signed checks usually can be purchased from any
reputable autograph and some currency dealers who
specialize in checks. All reputable dealers guarantee
what they sell, but beware purchasing material offered
"as is." Forgeries do exist and mechanical pen signa-
tures are abundant.

I have known collectors who ask the famous for can-
celled checks and very frequently are given one for an
honest request. The secret is in knowing where to write
to ask for autographs or to send material to be signed.
Check with your public library for a current copy of

"Who's Who;" listed along with each person's biography
is unsually a business address, and in most cases a home
address. The use of home addresses guarantees the best
results. Common sense dictates that you enclose en-
velopes along with postage for your requests: don't
expect others to pay for your collection.

Treasury officials are very considerate in signing cur-
rency for your collection. You will find that all living
Secretaries of the Treasury (John W. Snyder through
William E. Simon, excepting George Humphrey, who is
deceased), will oblige collectors. Remember Georgia
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An interesting "short snorter" with signatures (top to bottom) of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill, Carl Spatz, Harry Truman, and Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Neese Clarke is now Georgia Neese Gray, and Elizabeth
Rudel Smith is now Elizabeth Rudel Gatov. Both will
autograph currency using their former names.

To make autograph collecting challenging you need
to be aware of two problems, viz.

Secretarial Signatures and Machine Signatures

Secretarial signatures should not he a real problem
for a serious collector. Secretaries or authorized forgers
are not infallible. If you take time to study your
subject's autograph, you will soon find signatures
signed by an amanuensis are not difficult to spot. The
real problem of modern times (1960 or so 1 has been
the increasing use of mechanical signature pens. These
devices use authentic signatures as models and can
reproduce that model up to 3,000 times per day. The
individual involved furnishes an authentic example, and
the manufacturer makes a matrix from that specimen.
By playing that matrix on their machine, much like play-
ing a phonograph record, the matrix will reproduce the
signature using whatever writing device is placed in
the machine, ball point pens to felt writers. This machine
is known as the "Autopen." Currently another device
called the "Signa-Signer" is on the market, and it, too,
can sign names as well as write out whole sentences.
This device works on a taping principle whereby it can
be programmed and replayed at will.

The federal government is a heavy user of mechanical
pens. President Ford makes use of one, as do most
members of Congress, the Cabinet, and Departments.
This includes Secretary Simon, who has used an Autopen
since his days as "Energy Czar" under the Nixon
Administration. Patience will pay off if one waits until
these people leave public office and material is sent to
home addresses.

The only way to prove the use of mechanical pens is
to superimpose two examples to see if the signatures
match. If they do, you know the mechanical pen was
used since no one signs his name exactly the same way

Machine signature of the present Secretary of the Trea-
sury, William E. Simon

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.

Authentic signature of President Ford

Mechanical pen signature of President Ford

each time. Keeping this in mind, strive for authentic
material which will have value as opposed to secretarial
or machine examples which will have none.
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Here Sec. David M. Kennedy used the mechanical pen
to sign these two different notes. Both signatures match

perfectly.

Notes and Stock Certificates

A truly rich area for autographs often overlooked lies
in the domain of engraved stock certificates, broken bank
notes and colonial currency. With the coming of our
Bicentennial, more interest in colonial currency will
bring many notes into the forefront. A large amount of
these notes were signed by prominent colonial leaders
and in sonic cases, notes were signed by signers of the
Declaration of Independence.

Broken bank notes also were signed by the famous.
The Mormon note pictured has the signatures of Brigham
Young and Heber C. Kimball, the latter being one of
the Twelve Apostles of the Mormon Church.

An American Express Co. stock certificate signed by
Henry Wells and William G. Fargo of Wells, Fargo fame

Stock certificates are a rich and visual history of
American commerce. Many old certificates long cast
aside as worthless or valueless possess valuable auto-
graphs. In recent years. a collector turned up a cache
of certificates on the Alabama Gold and Copper Com-
pany of J arilla, New Mexico signed by the secretary,
Pat Garrett. This is the same Pat Garrett who shot
--Billy the Kid" and himself was later killed by an
ambush. The American Express Company had stock
certificates issued signed by Henry Wells as President
and William Fargo as Secretary. Fargo is also available
as president of American Merchants Union Express
Company. President Millard Fillmore at one time was
a comptroller for the Hudson and Berkshire Railroad
Company. These are but a few examples which are
available on stock certificates.

Paul K. Carr, a member of the Society of Paper Money
Collectors, is also vice-president of the Universal Auto-
graph Collectors Club, an organization d'3voted to the study
of autographs in all historical areas. Correspondence
would be welcomed at 5618 Pier Drive, Rockville, Mary-
land 20851.

Inside Washington - circa 1871

PRELUDE TO THE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK IN DAKOTA

By FORREST W. DANIEL

HEN Moses K. Armstrong arrived in Washington,
D. C., in February, 1871, as Congressional Dele-
gate from Dakota Territory he was introduced

to the city by resident Dakotans. He had several pro-
posals in the interest of Dakota and he got right to
them. After being introduced to President Grant he
and Secretary Batchelder called on the secretary of war
to see what could be done to procure arms and equip-
ment for the Dakota company of national guards. He
was told Dakota was already overdrawn and that until
Congress appropriated funds the Yankton guards would
have to uniform themselves in buckskins and use bows
and arrows.

"We next called at the treasury department to inquire
about starting a national bank in Yankton, and were
plainly told that no bank would be ordered by the
government unless the citizens could unite harmoniously
in an application. He ( whether the secretary of the
treasury or the comptroller of the currency, Armstrong
does not say I had no desire to establish a political bank
in the interest of anyone."

In closing his first newsletter to constituents in Dakota,
Armstrong wrote, "I have been in the house of repre-
sentatives twice this week, and in coming out each time
I lost my way among the labryinths, and found my-
self once in the basement and once in the garret of
the capitol. I have learned to watch the drinking mem-
bers, for when they go out they take the shortest cut
to the street."

After his week of discovery and diversion he got to
work for the advancement of the 10-year-old territory.
The principal need was for a railroad, for without the
necessary transportation to haul produce to eastern
markets settlers would have little incentive to move to
Dakota. After a year a few bills of interest in Dakota
had been passed but he was still working for a rail-
road and more settlers.

In February, 1872, Armstrong again went to the
treasury in reference to a bank for the territory. In his
newsletter dated on the 24th he described the activities
of the office of the comptroller as though he were escort-
ing his readers on a tour of the city. After an imaginary
visit at the White House:

"We now stroll down through the eastern lawn of
the grounds, passing a number of gushing fountains
and smooth grassy mounds, to the broad stone approach
to the mammoth treasury building.

(Continued on Page 2421
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